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Abstract—In recent years, there have been increasing concerns
about how geomagnetic disturbances (GMDs) impact electrical
power systems. Geomagnetically-induced currents (GICs) can
saturate transformers, induce hot spot heating and increase reac-
tive power losses. These effects can potentially cause catastrophic
damage to transformers and severely impact the ability of a
power system to deliver power. To address this problem, we
develop a model of GIC impacts to power systems that includes
1) GIC thermal capacity of transformers as a function of normal
Alternating Current (AC) and 2) reactive power losses as a
function of GIC. We use this model to derive an optimization
problem that protects power systems from GIC impacts through
line switching, generator redispatch, and load shedding. We
employ state-of-the-art convex relaxations of AC power flow
equations to lower bound the objective. We demonstrate the
approach on a modified RTS96 system and the UIUC 150-bus
system and show that line switching is an effective means to
mitigate GIC impacts. We also provide a sensitivity analysis of
optimal switching decisions with respect to GMD direction.
Index Terms—GMD, transmission line switching, convex re-
laxations, ACOPF, GIC.
I. INTRODUCTION
SOLAR flares and coronal mass ejections drive geo-magnetic disturbances (GMD) that lead to changes in
the Earth’s magnetic field, which then create geo-electric
fields. These low-frequency geo-electric fields induce quasi-
DC currents, also known as Geomagnetically-Induced Cur-
rents (GICs), in grounded sections of power system networks
[1]–[3]. The GIC are superimposed on the usual alternating
currents (AC) and bias the AC such that the maximum currents
are increased. In many power system components, this bias is
not a major concern, however, in transformers, this bias can
lead to half-cycle saturation of transformers and the loss of
magnetic flux to regions outside of the transformer core. The
energy stored in the stray flux increases the reactive power
consumption of the transformer, which can affect system volt-
ages. The stray flux also drives eddy currents that can cause
excessive transformer heating leading to reduced transformer
life or, potentially, immediate damage [4].
The potential impacts of GMD to transformers in the bulk
electric power system have led the United States government to
increase the understanding of and mitigate the impacts of such
events [5], [6]. To mitigate the potential risks introduced by
GIC to power systems, the electric power industry has actively
improved GIC modeling and GIC monitoring [7]–[12]. These
models have been used to conduct risk analysis [10], [13]
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that investigate the sensitivity of transformer reactive power
losses due to GIC and concluded that risk and risk mitigation
warrants further study.
One focus in the recent literature has been on mitigating
the effect of GIC on transformer reactive power consumption
and subsequent drops in system voltages and potential voltage
collapse. One approach to mitigation is the installation of
DC-current blocking devices to keep the GIC from entering
through transformer neutrals [14], however, these devices
are expensive, with costs for a single unit close to $500K
[15]–[17]. In an attempt to minimize the projected cost of
mitigation, optimization-based methods have been developed
to guide the siting of these blocking devices. Instead of
performing a full power systems analysis that includes the
AC, GIC and full AC power flow equations, these papers
have primarily focused on minimizing induced reactive losses
independent of the normal AC currents. The intuition of these
surrogate models is that small amounts of reactive losses imply
small voltage impacts and, presumably, a secure power system.
Beyond voltage effects, the literature on risk mitigation
associated with transformer heating is relatively sparse. Ex-
isting studies focus on assessing transformer susceptibility
to GIC effects [18] and formulating the thermal response of
transformer cores to different levels of GMDs [19]. However,
this approach was strictly a screening study and did not
recommend methods for mitigation.
The work discussed above is a very important start, but it
leaves a number of open questions, which we address in this
manuscript. First, the installation of blocking devices is very
expensive and cost may pose a barrier to adoption. Instead,
we focus on developing a GIC-aware optimal power flow
(OPF) model that uses existing controls such as generator
dispatch, load shedding, and line switching to mitigate the
risks of GIC impacts. Second, we incorporate the AC physics
of power flow into the GIC-aware OPF because these physics
play an important role in the impacts associated with GIC. For
example, while minimizing reactive losses may imply small
voltage problems across the whole system, these models focus
on total losses and can miss relatively large voltage problems
in a small part of a system. More importantly, models of
hotspot thermal heating inherently depend on both GIC and
AC.
The setting considered in this manuscript is very chal-
lenging. It combines transformer reactive losses, transformer
heating, and full AC power flow into an optimization-based
operational mitigation setting with line switching. By itself,
optimal transmission line switching (OTS) with AC power
flow physics is a mathematically challenging problem that
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2includes nonlinearities, nonconvexities and discrete variables.
Existing solution methodologies designed for OTS heavily rely
on tight convex relaxations and advanced discrete optimization
techniques. In recent literature, various convex relaxations and
disjunctive representations have been developed. These include
second-order-conic (SOC) relaxations [20], quadratically con-
strained (QC) relaxations [21] and Semi-definite programming
relaxations [22]. In the context of transmission expansion
planning applications, the QC relaxations have been effective
[23], [24] and we use this model here. Despite these recent
advances in optimization methods for OTS, global methods
still cannot scale to systems with 500 nodes.
The main contributions of this paper are the formulation
and initial algorithmic solution approaches to an operational
decision support tool that incorporates:
1) A model of transformer heating as a response to AC and
GIC-induced DC,
2) A realistic, coupled model of convex, relaxed AC power
flows with GIC effects and an algorithm to recover good
feasible solutions quickly, and
3) An optimization problem that protects the system from
reactive losses and thermal heating induced by GIC.
II. GIC MODELING AND ACOTS FORMULATION
NOMENCLATURE
Sets
Na, Nd, No set of nodes in the AC and DC circuit, respec-
tively, where No = Na ∩Nd
Ng ⊆ Na set of nodes with exactly one generator
I ⊆ Nd set of substation neutrals
Ea, Ed, E set of edges in the AC and DC circuit, respectively,
where E = Ea ∪ Ed
Eo ⊆ Ea set of transmission lines
Eg ⊆ Ea set of edges eij such that either i or j ∈ Ng
Eτ ⊆ Ed set of transformer edges used to model the high
voltage primary windings of GSU transformers
and the common windings of autotransformers in
the DC circuit.
E+i ⊆ E set of outgoing edges connected to AC/DC node i
E−i ⊆ E set of incoming edges connected to AC/DC node
i
Ei set of all edges connected to AC/DC node i, where
Ei = E+i ∪ E−i
Eτi ⊆ Eτ set of DC edges used to compute Qlossi (as de-
scribed later) for node i
Parameters
c0i , c
1
i , c
2
i generation cost coefficients of generator i ∈ Ng
η0e , η
1
e , η
2
e coefficients of the thermal limit curve of trans-
former line e ∈ Eτ
µ cost of load shedding
am admittance of the grounding line at bus m ∈ I, 0
if bus m 6∈ I
ae DC admittance of edge e ∈ Ed
Je induced current by GMD on line e ∈ Ed
re, xe resistance and reactance of line e ∈ Ea
ge, be conductance and susceptance of line e ∈ Ea
gi, bi shunt conductance and susceptance at bus i ∈ Na
dpi , d
q
i real and reactive power demand at bus i ∈ Na
bce line charging susceptance of line e ∈ Ea
se apparent power limit on line e ∈ Ea
θ phase angle difference limit
θM Big-M parameter given by |Ea|θ
I
a
e AC current flow limit on line e ∈ Ea
ke loss factor of transformer line e ∈ Eτ
V i, V i AC voltage limits at bus i ∈ Na
gp
i
, gpi real power generation limits at generator i ∈ G
gq
i
, gqi reactive power generation limits at generator i ∈ G
φ the angle of the geo-electric field relative to east
Vd GMD induced voltage source
LN ,LE the north and east components of the displacement
of each transmission line, respectively
EN ,EE strength of the north and east geo-electric field,
respectively
Binary Variables
ze 1 if line e ∈ Ea is switched on; 0 otherwise
Continuous Variables
θi phase angle at bus i ∈ Na
Vi voltage magnitude at bus i ∈ Na
V di induced DC voltage magnitude at bus i ∈ Nd
le AC magnitude squared on line e ∈ Ea
Ide GIC flow on transformer line e ∈ Eτ
I˜ae AC magnitude on line e ∈ Ea
I˜de the effective GIC on transformer line e ∈ Eτ
Qlossi GIC-induced reactive power loss at bus i ∈ Na
pij , qij real and reactive power flow on line eij ∈ Ea, as
measured at node i
fpi , f
q
i real and reactive power generated at bus i ∈ Na
lpi , l
q
i real and reactive power shed at bus i ∈ Na
Each edge, eij ∈ E , is given an arbitrary orientation
from bus i to bus j. We omit the ij subscript when the
orientation is not relevant. For e ∈ Ed, we use notation −→e
to denote the associated AC edge of e. This is a one-to-one
mapping for transmission lines and a many-to-one mapping
for transformers (discussed later).
A. GIC Modeling
Je calculation The computation of transformer hot spot
heating and GIC-induced reactive power losses depends on
the induced current sources (Je) on each power line e ∈ Ed
in the network, which itself depends on the strength and
direction of the geo-electric field associated with the GMD.
These relationships are modeled in Eq.(1)
Je = aeVd = ae
∮
~E · d~l, (1)
where, ~E is the geo-electric field at the location of the trans-
mission line, and d~l is the incremental line segment length,
including direction [12]. In practice, the actual geo-electric
field varies with time and geographical locations. Using a
common assumption that the north and east components of the
geo-electric field are constant in the geographical area of the
3transmission line [11], [12], [16]1, Je is calculated as (super-
and sub-scripts indicating edges are omitted):
J = aVd = a(ENLN + EELE) = a|E|(sin(φ)LN + cos(φ)LE), (2)
where LN , LE , EN , EE and φ are as described in the nomen-
clature (see Appendix I of [12]). Given their short length,
generally Je = 0 for transformers, i.e. e ∈ Eτ .
Transformer modeling The two most common transformers
in electrical transmission systems subject to GIC are network
transformers and generator step-up (GSU) transformers. Net-
work transformers are generally located relatively far from
generators and transform voltage between different sections of
the transmission system. In contrast, GSUs connect the output
terminals of generators to the transmission network. Many
IEEE transmission reliability test networks explicitly model
network transformers, but generally do not model GSUs.
However, GSUs and the neutral leg ground points they provide
are critical when modeling GICs and methods to mitigate the
impact of GICs.
In this manuscript, we modify the IEEE RTS test network
by adding a GSU transformer between each generator and
its injection bus (see Fig. 1(a)). Consistent with common
engineering practice, we assume that each GSU is grounded
on its high voltage side that connects to the transmission
network. We also model the switching of the circuit breaker
between the high side of the GSU and the transmission
network using a binary variable that allows the GSU to be
isolated from the network and the quasi-DC GIC to protect the
GSU. This switching is performed if the generator output is
zero. Although the IEEE test networks include network trans-
formers, transformer type and grounding data are typically
not provided. In this manuscript, we assume that all network
transformers are auto-transformers and each transformer has a
single neutral ground on the low voltage side.
Figure 1 includes examples of both GSU and network auto
transformer modeling. Figure 1(a) shows a four-bus section
of the transmission system with a single network transformer
(Tjk) and two GSU transformers (T ai , T bi ) independently con-
necting two generators (Gai , G
b
i ) to the same injection bus
i. In the simplified AC network of Fig. 1(b), bus ia and ib
model output terminals of generator Gai and G
b
i , respectively.
Each GSU transformer T ai (T aj ) is reduced to a (single)
series impedance iia (iib) with a circuit breaker. The network
transformer Tjk is reduced to a (single) series impedance (jk)
with a circuit breaker. Under this transformation, the number
of buses and lines of the AC network grow to |No| + |Ng|
and |Eo|+ |Ng|, respectively, where |No| and |Eo| model the
original set of buses and edges in the network. Fig. 1(c) shows
an equivalent single-phase DC circuit of the example system
in nodal form. In this figure, m and n model the neutral point
of substation A and B, respectively. RT ai and RT ai denote
the resistance of the primary HV winding of T ai and T bi ,
respectively.2 RCTjk and RSTjk represent the resistance of
the common and series windings of Tjk, respectively. For
grounded GSU transformers, the effective GIC flows through
1Our model does not depend on this assumption. It only depends on Je as
an input parameter.
2R corresponds to the inverse DC admittance, i.e. a = 1
R
,
the primary HV winding. For example, in Fig. 1(c), the
effective GIC of GSU transformer T bi is I˜dT bi which is the
GIC flow from bus i to m on T bi [13], [25]. For an auto-
transformer, the effective GIC is derived from the GIC flows
through both the series and common windings as shown in
Fig. 1(c), i.e.,
I˜d =
∣∣∣∣αIH + ILα
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣αAIS + ICαA + 1
∣∣∣∣
where α is the turns ratio and αA = αS/αC = α−1 (Eq.(14)
and Eq.(15) in [25]). In this manuscript, we assume the turn
ratios of all auto-transformers are one. As a result, I˜d = |IH+
IL| = |IC |, i.e., the effective GIC is the GIC flow through the
common winding.3 Thus, in the four-bus network, the effective
GIC of autotransformer Tjk is the GIC flow on line (k, n) of
Fig. 1(c), i.e., I˜dkn.
Gai i
T ai
Tjk
SUB A
SUB B
Gbi
j
k
T bi
s
(a) 4-bus system
Gai i
Gbi
j k
ia
ib
s
(b) Equivalent AC network
i j k
m
3RAg 3R
B
g
Rij RSTjk
Jij
RT a
i
RT b
i RCTjk
s
Jks
n
Rks
IH
IL
IS
IC
(c) Equivalent DC network
Fig. 1: Schematic of the GSU and network transformer modeling used here.
Picture (c) illustrates the effective GIC calculations. For the autotransformer,
Tjk , j is the high voltage (HV) bus and k is the low voltage (LV) bus. Rg
denotes the substation grounding resistance. IH(IL) and IS(IC) are the GIC
flows through HV (LV) winding and series (common) winding, respectively.
GIC-Effects During GMDs, the quasi-DC GICs may flow
through transformers with grounded neutral legs. This quasi-
DC current combines with the normal operating AC current
creating half-cycle saturation and loss of magnetic flux from
the transformer core and leads to several undesirable effects.
The two effects that we consider are eddy current-driven
transformer heating and excess reactive power consumption
from the excess magnetic energy stored in the stray magnetic
flux. Both of these effects are challenging to model from first
principles, and even if such models existed, they would be
too complex to include in the OTS formulation considered
here. Instead, we use a combination of manufacturer test and
specification data and simplified models.
For eddy current-driven transformer heating, we use GIC
capability curves (e.g. see Fig. 2) that may be based on either
3The model remains convex for any constant turns ratio by substituting∣∣∣αIH+ILα ∣∣∣ for |IC |.
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Fig. 2: Fitted curve for thermal GIC capability of a transformer. Here, we used
180◦ as the maximum allowed temperature of transformers for short-term (2
minutes) peak GIC pulses and assumed that a transformer cannot be loaded
to greater than 100% of its MVA limit. The figure shows the coefficients
of the constructed quadratic function (curve), η0e , η
1
e and η
2
e , fitted to the
collected 11 (blue) points of the GIC thermal capacity measurements. The
feasible region of the transformer load current is the area under the curve and
is expressed as constraint (3w).
manufacturer acceptance test data or on electromagnetic and
thermal modeling of the transformer design. These curves
provide an upper bound on a feasible operating range in
the space of AC loading and GIC. The upper bound is also
a function of the duration of the combined AC and GIC
loading (typically given for 30 minute and 2 minute durations).
The sampled points (blue) in Fig. 2 are sampled from a
transformer manufacturer’s 2-minute duration curve [26]. Over
a reasonable operating range, these points are well represented
by the best-fit quadratic (red) curve with the feasible operating
region lying below and to the left of the curve.
Excess reactive power losses due to GIC has been studied
in the literature [10], [13], [15], [16]. We adopt the simplified
model in [13] which is shown in Eq.(5). These reactive losses
create voltage sags that can adversely impact system operation.
The previous work has focused on minimizing these losses to
improve system safety. In this manuscript, we explicitly model
the AC power equations (voltage magnitudes) so that we can
enforce voltage limits directly.
B. ACOTS with GIC constraints
A complete ACOTS model with topology reconfiguration
that accounts for GIC-induced transformer thermal heating and
transformer reactive power heating is formulated below.
min
∑
i∈G,e∈Ei
c2i (f
p
i )
2 + c1i f
p
i + ze(c
0
i ) +
∑
i∈N
µ(lpi + l
q
i ) (3a)
AC power flow equations∑
eij∈E+i
pij +
∑
eji∈E−i
pij = f
p
i + l
p
i − dpi − V 2i gi ∀i ∈ Na (3b)
∑
eij∈E+i
qij +
∑
eji∈E−i
qij = f
q
i + l
q
i − dqi + V 2i bi −Qlossi ∀i ∈ Na
(3c)
pij = ze(geV
2
i − ViVjge cos(θi − θj)
− ViVjbe sin(θi − θj)) ∀eij ∈ Ea \ Eg (3d)
qij = ze(−(be + b
c
e
2
)V 2i + ViVjbe cos(θi − θj)
− ViVjge sin(θi − θj)) ∀eij ∈ Ea \ Eg (3e)
pji = ze(geV
2
j − ViVjge cos(θj − θi)
− ViVjbe sin(θj − θi)) ∀eij ∈ Ea \ Eg (3f)
qji = ze(−(be + b
c
e
2
)V 2j + ViVjbe cos(θj − θi)
− ViVjge sin(θj − θi)) ∀eij ∈ Ea \ Eg (3g)
pij + pji = zere(le + b
c
eqij + (
bce
2
)2V 2i ) ∀eij ∈ Ea \ Eg (3h)
qij + qji = ze(xe(le + b
c
eqij + (
bce
2
)2V 2i )
− b
c
e
2
(V 2i + V
2
j )) ∀eij ∈ Ea \ Eg (3i)
pij + pji = 0, qij + qji = 0 ∀eij ∈ Eg (3j)
p2ij + q
2
ij = leV
2
i ∀eij ∈ Ea (3k)
le = (I˜
a
e )
2 ∀e ∈ Ea (3l)
Operational limit constraints
p2ij + q
2
ij ≤ zes2e, p2ji + q2ji ≤ zes2e ∀eij ∈ Ea (3m)
0 ≤ I˜ae ≤ zeIae ∀e ∈ Ea (3n)
V i ≤ Vi ≤ V i ∀i ∈ Na (3o)
|θi − θj | ≤ zeθ + (1− ze)θM ∀eij ∈ Ea \ Eg (3p)
zegp
i
≤ fpi ≤ zegpi ∀i ∈ G, e ∈ Ei (3q)
zegq
i
≤ fqi ≤ zegqi ∀i ∈ G, e ∈ Ei (3r)
GIC effects on transformers∑
e∈E+m
z−→e Je −
∑
e∈E−m
z−→e Je = −amV dm
−
∑
emn∈E+m
zeae(V
d
m − V dn ) +
∑
enm∈E−m
zeae(V
d
n − V dm) ∀m ∈ Nd (3s)
Ide = z−→e ae(V
d
m − V dn ) ∀emn ∈ Eτ (3t)
I˜de ≥ Ide , I˜de ≥ −Ide ∀e ∈ Eτ (3u)
0 ≤ I˜de ≤ max∀eˆ∈Ea 2I
a
eˆ ∀e ∈ Eτ (3v)
I˜a−→e ≤ η0e + η1e I˜de + η2e(I˜de )2 ∀e ∈ Eτ (3w)
Qlossi =
∑
e∈Eτi
keViI˜
d
e ∀i ∈ Na (3x)
ze ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ Ea (3y)
The objective function (3a) minimizes total generator dis-
patch costs and load shedding costs. Constraints (3b) – (3r)
describe system constraints for the buses and branches in the
AC circuit. Constraints (3b) and (3c) represent the nodal real
and reactive power balance, including the increased reactive
power losses (demand) due to GICs. Constraints (3d) through
(3g) model the AC power flow on each transmission line with
on-off variables ze. The flow on any line is forced to zero if the
line is switched off. Constraints (3h) through (3j) model power
loss equations associated with AC power flow. In constraint
(3j), fictitious lines between output terminals of generators and
their injection buses are modeled as transportation edges (i.e.,
|pij | = | − pji| = fpi , |qij | = | − qji| = fqi ∀eij ∈ Eg).
Nonconvex constraint (3k) evaluates current magnitude lij , an
auxiliary variable introduced to bound the squared AC current
flow magnitude in constraint (3l). Constraints (3m) through
(3r) describe the operational limits of the grid; constraint
(3m) models operational thermal limits of lines in both direc-
tions. Constraint (3o) limits the voltage magnitude at buses.
Constraint (3p) applies appropriate bounds on phase angle
difference between two buses when the line exists. Constraints
(3q) and (3r) model the availability and capacity of power
generation. A generator is offline if its line is switched off.
5The DC circuit and the effects associated with the GMD
are formulated in constraints (3s)-(3w). Recall that we link
an edge, e ∈ Ed in the DC circuit to an edge in the AC
circuit with −→e . Also recall that the HV primary winding of
GSU transformer eij ∈ Ea is modeled by introducing a node
and edge in the DC circuit (node m in Fig. 1(c)). Similarly,
the common winding of autotransformer eij ∈ Ea is modeled
in the DC circuit by introducing additional nodes and edges
(see Fig. 1(c)). By using these notations, constraints (3s) and
(3t) calculate the GIC flow on each DC line by applying
Kirchhoff’s current law. The GIC on a line is determined by
the induced current source and the quasi-dc voltage difference
between two buses [12]. GIC flow is forced to 0 by ze when e
is switched off. Since the value of Ide can be negative, decision
variables I˜de are introduced to model the magnitude (absolute
value) of GIC flows (i.e., I˜de = |Ide |). Instead of introducing
additional discrete variables, constraint (3u) is used to model
and relax the magnitude of Ide . Constraint (3v) denotes the
maximum allowed value of GIC flowing through transformers.
We assume this limit is twice the upper bound of AC flows
in the network. Constraint (3w) guarantees that the hot spot
temperature of transformers due to the combination of AC
and GICs is below the thermal limits for peak GIC. Constraint
(3x) computes the reactive power load due to GIC transformer
saturation [1], [10], [16], [25] by using the effective GIC on
the primary winding in GSU transformers and the common
winding in autotransformers (Eτi ). The couplings between AC
power flows and GIC occur in constraints (3c), (3w), and (3x).
C. Convex Relaxations
The ACOTS with GIC constraints is a mixed-integer, non-
convex optimization problem that is generally computationally
very difficult to solve. We adopt the convex relaxations devel-
oped by [21] and later show that the results obtained with
the relaxation is (empirically) tight. We now discuss the key
features of the relaxations extended to the problem with GIC.
Handling bilinear terms Given any two variables xi, xj ∈
R, the McCormick relaxation is used to linearize the bilinear
product xixj by introducing a new variable x̂ij ∈ 〈xi, xj〉MC .
The feasible region of x̂ij is defined by inequalities (4). Note
that the MC relaxation is exact if one variable is binary.
x̂ij ≥ xixj + xjxi − xi xj (4a)
x̂ij ≥ xixj + xjxi − xi xj (4b)
x̂ij ≤ xixj + xjxi − xi xj (4c)
x̂ij ≤ xixj + xjxi − xi xj (4d)
xi ≤ xi ≤ xi, xj ≤ xj ≤ xj (4e)
Quadratic terms Given a variable xi ∈ R, a second-order
conic relaxation can be applied to convexify the quadratic term
x2i by introducing a new variable x̂i ∈ 〈xi〉MC−q , as defined
in equation (5).
x̂i ≥ x2i (5a)
x̂i ≤ (xi + xi)xi − xixi (5b)
xi ≤ xi ≤ xi (5c)
On/off trigonometric terms In constraints (3d), (3e), (3f) and
(3g), if the line eij is switched off, [21] suggests the following
procedure to deactivate the associated trigonometric terms:
Given the phase angle difference variable θij = θi − θj and
on/off variable ze ∈ {0, 1}, a disjunctive quadratic relaxation
is used to convexify the nonlinear function ze cos(θij) by in-
troducing a new variable ĉsij ∈ 〈zecos(θij)〉R, as formulated
in (6).
ĉsij ≤ ze − 1− cos(θ)
(θ)2
(θ2ij + (ze − 1)(θu)2) (6a)
ze cos(θ) ≤ ĉsij ≤ ze (6b)
Similarly, for zesin(θij), a disjunctive polyhedral relaxation
is applied by introducing a new variable ŝij ∈ 〈zesin(θij)〉R,
as described in equation (7).
ŝij ≤ cos(θ¯/2)θij + ze(sin(θ¯/2)− θ¯/2 cos(θ¯/2)) (7a)
+ (1− ze)(cos(θ¯/2)θM + 1)
ŝij ≥ cos(θ¯/2)θij − ze(sin(θ¯/2)− θ¯/2 cos(θ¯/2)) (7b)
− (1− ze)(cos(θ¯/2)θM + 1)
ze sin(−θ) ≤ ŝij ≤ ze sin(θ) (7c)
Based on the above relaxations, we replace the non-convex
constraints in (3d), (3e), (3f) and (3g) with equations (8):
pij = geẑvij − geŵcij − beŵsij ∀eij ∈ Ea \ Eg (8a)
qij = −(be + b
c
e
2
)ẑvij + beŵcij − gijŵsij ∀eij ∈ Ea \ Eg (8b)
where, the new variables ẑvij , ŵcij and ŵsij , admit feasible
regions as given in equations (9):
ĉsij ∈ 〈zecos(θij)〉R, ŝij ∈ 〈zesin(θij)〉R (9a)
v̂i ∈ 〈Vi〉MC−q, ẑvij ∈ 〈zij , v̂i〉MC , (9b)
ŵij ∈ 〈Vi, Vj〉MC , (9c)
ŵcij ∈ 〈ŵij , ĉsij〉MC , ŵsij ∈ 〈ŵij , ŝij〉MC (9d)
Other nonconvex constraints Further, non-convex constraints
(3k) and (3l) are relaxed to a convex, rotated second-order
conic constraint by using the introduced lifted variable v̂i (for
(3k)) as follows:
p2ij + q
2
ij ≤ lev̂i ∀eij ∈ Ea, (10a)
le ≥ (I˜ae )2, le ≤ (I
a
e)I˜
a
e ∀e ∈ Ea (10b)
Convex relaxations of the reformulated thermal heating limit
constraint (3w) and excess reactive power losses equation (3x)
are stated here in equations (11):
I˜a−→e ≤ η0e + η1e I˜de + η2e Îde ∀e ∈ Eτ (11a)
Qlossi =
∑
e∈Eτi
keV̂ I
d
e ∀i ∈ Na (11b)
Îde ∈ 〈I˜de 〉
MC−q ∀e ∈ Eτ (11c)
V̂ I
d
e ∈ 〈Vi, I˜de 〉
MC ∀i ∈ Ea, ∀e ∈ Eτi (11d)
Convex relaxations of the GIC injection constraints (3s) and
(3t) are described in equation (12).∑
e∈E+m
z−→e Je −
∑
e∈E−m
z−→e Je = −amV dm
−
∑
e∈E+m
aeẑv
d
e +
∑
e∈E−m
aeẑv
d
e ∀m ∈ Nd (12a)
Ide = aeẑv
d
e ∀e ∈ Eτ (12b)
ẑvde ∈ 〈z−→e , (V dm − V dn )〉
MC ∀emn ∈ Ed (12c)
6III. CASE STUDY
In this section, we analyze the performance and sensitivity
of a power system when exposed to varying strengths of geo-
electric fields induced by GMDs. We use a modified version of
single area IEEE RTS-96 system [27]. Its size is comparable to
previous work [16] that considered minimization of the quasi-
static GICs and not a full AC-OPF with topology control.
The derived and modified parameters of IEEE RTS-96 are
presented in Table I–II. We arbitrarily placed the system
in western Pennsylvania to give the model a geographic
orientation. We assume the cost of shedding load is twice
the cost of the most expensive generator. We performed all
computations using the high performance computing resources
at Los Alamos National Laboratory with Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2660 v3 @2.60GHz processor and 120 GB memory
installed. All cases were solved using CPLEX 12.7.0 (default
options). Knitro 10.2.1 (default options) was used as the local
solver. JuMP was used as an algebraic modeling language [28].
For reference, the peak geo-electric field during the Hydro-
Quebec event of 1989 was 2 V/km (≈3.2 V/mile) [29], [30].
References [31] and [32] suggests that 100-year GMDs could
cause 5 V/km (≈9 V/mile) and 13 V/km (≈21 V/mile), respec-
tively, at some high-latitude locations. In our case studies, we
consider middle ground, but still extreme, geo-electric fields
of 12 V/mile and 14 V/mile. We also study the directionality
of the event by considering field directions between 0◦ and
360◦ spaced by 10◦.
To analyze the benefits for GIC mitigation of generator
dispatch and load shedding and the combined effects of those
two controls plus topology control, we studied three cases. To
describe these cases, we define z∗x and c
∗
x to be the optimal
topology (line on/off) decisions and objective (minimum total
costs), respectively, for case x. The models are defined below
as (Mx). The solutions of z∗x and c
∗
x are obtained from the
convex relaxations of Mx described in Section II-C. The cases
we consider are:
1) C1: The ACOTS model neglecting GIC effects (c∗o, z
∗
o):
Mo := Min{(3a): (3b)-(3r); (3y); Qloss = 0}
2) C2: The ACOTS with GIC effects ( c∗gmd, z
∗
gmd):
Mgmd := Min{(3a): (3b)-(3y)}
3) C3: The ACOPF (fixed z = z∗o) with GIC effects (c
∗
f ,
z∗o):
Mf := Min{(3a): (3b)-(3y); z = z∗o}
4) C4: The ACOPF (fixed z = 1) with GIC effects (c∗1, 1):
M1 := Min{(3a): (3b)-(3y); z = 1}
Case C1 defines the topology z∗o and evaluates the objective
c∗o that results from neglecting the effects of GICs. Case C3
evaluates the new cost c∗f that results from mitigating GIC
with generation dispatch on the topology of C1. Case C4 is
similar to case C3, but all lines are closed. Case C2 considers
the effects of both generation dispatch and topology control.
All results in this section are based on the convex relaxation
(except for Section III-G which evaluates the quality of the
relaxation by recovering feasible solutions to the original non-
convex formulation).
TABLE I: Transformer data. In this manuscript, all network transformers are
auto-transformers. The transformer winding resistance and k are estimated
based on the test cases provided in [11], [12].
Resistance Resistance
Name Type W1 Bus W2 Bus Line k
(Ohm) No. (Ohm) No. No. (p.u.)
A 1 Auto 0.12 3 0.18 24 7 1.8
A 2 Auto 0.12 9 0.18 11 14 1.8
A 3 Auto 0.12 9 0.18 12 15 1.8
A 4 Auto 0.12 10 0.18 11 16 1.8
A 5 Auto 0.12 10 0.18 12 17 1.8
G 1 GSU 0.3 1 N/A 25 44 1.8
G 2 GSU 0.3 1 N/A 26 45 1.8
G 3 GSU 0.3 1 N/A 27 46 1.8
G 4 GSU 0.3 1 N/A 28 47 1.8
G 5 GSU 0.3 2 N/A 29 48 1.8
G 6 GSU 0.3 2 N/A 30 49 1.8
G 7 GSU 0.3 2 N/A 31 50 1.8
G 8 GSU 0.3 2 N/A 32 51 1.8
G 9 GSU 0.3 7 N/A 33 52 1.8
G 10 GSU 0.3 7 N/A 34 53 1.8
G 11 GSU 0.3 7 N/A 35 54 1.8
G 12 GSU 0.3 13 N/A 36 55 1.8
G 13 GSU 0.3 13 N/A 37 56 1.8
G 14 GSU 0.3 13 N/A 38 57 1.8
G 15 GSU 0.3 14 N/A 39 58 1.8
G 16 GSU 0.3 15 N/A 40 59 1.8
G 17 GSU 0.3 15 N/A 41 60 1.8
G 18 GSU 0.3 15 N/A 42 61 1.8
G 19 GSU 0.3 15 N/A 43 62 1.8
G 20 GSU 0.3 15 N/A 44 63 1.8
G 21 GSU 0.3 15 N/A 45 64 1.8
G 22 GSU 0.3 16 N/A 46 65 1.8
G 23 GSU 0.3 18 N/A 47 66 1.8
G 24 GSU 0.3 21 N/A 48 67 1.8
G 25 GSU 0.3 22 N/A 49 68 1.8
G 26 GSU 0.3 22 N/A 50 69 1.8
G 27 GSU 0.3 22 N/A 51 70 1.8
G 28 GSU 0.3 22 N/A 52 71 1.8
G 29 GSU 0.3 22 N/A 53 72 1.8
G 30 GSU 0.3 22 N/A 54 73 1.8
G 31 GSU 0.3 23 N/A 55 74 1.8
G 32 GSU 0.3 23 N/A 56 75 1.8
G 33 GSU 0.3 23 N/A 57 76 1.8
A. GIC Modeling Validation
To validate the GIC modeling in Eq.(3s)–(3v), we tested
our model on the 6-bus system given in Appendix II of
[12] and compared our solution with the results provided in
this reference. Table III displays the GIC flows obtained by
solving Eq.(3s)–(3v) with fixed ze = 1 (in [12] the GIC flows
are calculated without line switching options). This solution
matches the results found in the reference (see Eq.(B.5)–
Eq.(B.10)).
B. Case C1: Potential Damage by GICs
Under normal circumstances without GMDs, line switching
decisions are determined by economic dispatch. More specif-
ically, the optimal system topology is obtained by solving an
ACOTS model without the GIC-effects constraints (Case C1).
Figure 3(a) shows the optimal normal topology, z∗o, where
some generators are not injecting real or reactive power. For
example, generators 16 through 20 are shut down at node 15,
and their GSU transformers are disconnected from the network
using the circuit breakers. Referring to Fig. 1, we note that
this action does not significantly affect the topology of the
AC network, which is only affected by switching transmission
lines. This action removes GSU transformer ground points
from the DC network topology over which the GICs flow.
7TABLE II: Power system model parameters. The nominal line length param-
eters of a single area of RTS-96 [27] are used to perform an approximate
geospatial layout of the power system nodes. (b) The substation grounding
resistance GR is estimated from typical values of grounding resistance of
substations provided in [33]. (c) The original line parameters roe and x
o
e are
scaled by the ratio kle of the new to original line lengths.
(a) Transmission line data
Line From To Length
Bus Bus (miles)
1 1 2 3.98
2 1 3 53.15
3 1 5 22.78
4 2 4 33.16
5 2 6 44.49
6 3 9 33.56
7 3 24 0.00
8 4 9 26.89
9 5 10 23.38
10 6 10 19.96
11 7 8 16.04
12 8 9 43.51
13 8 10 43.51
14 9 11 0.00
15 9 12 0.00
16 10 11 0.00
17 10 12 0.00
18 11 13 35.95
19 11 14 33.98
20 12 13 35.95
21 12 23 70.48
22 13 23 57.39
23 14 16 27.36
24 15 16 12.18
25 15 21 35.44
26 15 21 35.44
27 15 24 38.43
28 16 17 18.77
29 16 19 18.57
30 17 18 10.75
31 17 22 72.84
32 18 21 17.96
33 18 21 17.96
34 19 20 29.97
35 19 20 29.97
36 20 23 15.59
37 20 23 15.59
38 21 22 51.83
(b) Substation data
GR
Name Latitude Longitude (Ohm)
SUB 1 40.44 -78.80 0.1
SUB 2 40.44 -78.73 0.1
SUB 3 40.90 -79.61 0.1
SUB 4 40.70 -79.26 0.1
SUB 5 40.70 -79.07 0.1
SUB 6 41.08 -78.61 0.1
SUB 7 40.50 -78.20 0.1
SUB 8 40.53 -78.50 0.1
SUB 9 41.03 -78.99 0.1
SUB 10 41.22 -78.35 0.1
SUB 11 41.48 -79.26 0.1
SUB 12 41.45 -79.71 0.1
SUB 13 41.63 -79.75 0.1
SUB 14 41.86 -79.94 0.1
SUB 15 42.01 -79.86 0.1
SUB 16 41.77 -79.45 0.1
SUB 17 42.01 -78.95 0.1
SUB 18 41.95 -79.52 0.1
SUB 19 42.41 -78.73 0.1
SUB 20 42.02 -78.65 0.1
(c) Other parameters
µ $ 1000 /MW (or MVar)
I
a
e Te/min{V i, V j}
re (βe)r
o
e
xe (βe)x
o
e
θ 30◦
TABLE III: The test case in [12], Appendix II
Variable Name Transformer GIC flow (amps)
I12 - -627.02
Is T2 series -763.26
I34 - -763.26
IT1 T1 627.02
Ic T2 common 136.24
IT3 T3 -763.26
Case C1 assumes that generation and system topology are
optimized for cost while neglecting the impact of GICs. This
impact is calculated using Eqs. (3s) through (3u) to evaluate
the feasibility of thermal limit constraint (3v). Figure 3(b)
shows how many GSU and network transformers would be
overheated under C1 depending on the direction and strength
of the GMD. Figure 3(b), presents results for c∗gmd from 0 to
180◦ because the strength of the geo-electric field is uniform,
and the effects do not depend on field direction. For example,
when the electric field is 12 V/mile, the GSU transformer
23 (at node 18) is overheated when the event is oriented
between 100◦ and 170◦. When the strength is increased to
14 V/mile, one or more transformers are overheated at almost
all orientations of the GMD. For example, when the event
is oriented at 10◦, GSU transformers 21, 22 and 23 are
overheated. As the event is shifted to 80◦, then network
transformer 1 is the transformer at risk. These results provide a
baseline to evaluate alternative operating paradigms that ensure
system security.
(a) Optimal topology z∗o in case C1
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(b) Potential damage of transformers by GICs
Fig. 3: Evaluation of the power system in Table I–II for case C1. (a) The grey
nodes are loads. The blue lines indicate network transformers. The green
and magenta nodes indicate GSU transformers. Transformer IDs are listed
next to the node. The solution to case C1 does not allow reconfiguration
of the topology via the network transformers, however, if a generator is not
injecting real or reactive power into the network, its GSU is disconnected
using the circuit breakers in Fig. 1. Generation nodes with disconnected GSU
transformers are magenta and their (network or GSU) transformer IDs are
marked as magenta as well. (b) The case C1 solution is tested by applying
geo-electric fields of strength 12 V/mile and 14 V/mile for all directions. The
label above each bar indicates IDs of overheated transformers. Red and green
are used to label network transformers and GSU transformers, respectively.
C. Case C2: GIC Mitigation via ACOTS
Using case C2, the cost benefits of simultaneous controlling
generation dispatch and network topology to mitigate GIC
effects are evaluated.
1) Cost Analysis: For geo-electric field strengths of 12
V/mile and 14 V/mile, case C2 is solved for orientations of
8the field from 0 to 360◦, which results in a total cost c∗gmd
(see Fig. 4) and topology y∗gmd (discussed later). Figure 4
only presents results for c∗gmd from 0 to 180
◦ because of the
symmetry discussed above.
The results in Fig. 4 show that the directions of the
geo-electric field are not all equivalent because the cost of
mitigation c∗gmd varies with direction. The most costly GMDs
occur when the event is oriented between 20◦ and 140◦. The
increase in cost between 12 V/mile and 14 V/mile is primarily
due to changes in generator dispatch and is not significant.
For example, the difference in cost between the 12V and 14V
per mile case is 1.40% when the GMD is oriented at 60◦.
Moreover, the dispatch cost is smaller when GIC effects are
neglected (Case C1). However, the transformer thermal limit
constraints are violated when GIC effects are applied to the
network (as seen in Fig. 3(b)). Thus, there is an implicit higher
cost associated with replacing the damaged equipment and
unexpected load shed when the transformer fails.
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Fig. 4: The total cost c∗gmd for case C2 for different geo-electric field
orientations and strengths.
2) Topology Control Analysis: In Fig. 4, the topology of the
network varies with the strength and direction of the GMD.
In the remainder of this section, we focus on GMD events
oriented between 80◦ and 110◦ because these directions are
most sensitive to GMD. Figures 5 and 6 display the network
topology for geo-electric field strengths of 12 V/mile and 14
V/mile, respectively.4
In Fig. 5, in the 80◦ geo-electric field case, only one
transmission line is switched off (1,5). In the 90◦ geo-electric
field case, three transmission lines are switched off. Two
are intuitively long lines oriented along the geo-electric field
and incur larger GICs. Switching these lines off removes a
significant vulnerability. The third line is nearly perpendicular
to the geo-electric field and is also switched off. This counter-
intuitive topology control is being used to reroute power flow
away from other, more susceptible transmission lines.
In the 100◦ orientation case, some of the lines in the
90◦ case remain in the solution and some disappear. All
transmission lines are switched on when the event orientation
is at 110◦. Thus, the sensitivity of the topology solution to
4We note that there are multiple generators located at buses 1, 2 and 15.
Generators 1 and 2 (at bus 1) have the same cost and capacity, as do generators
5 and 6 at bus 2 and generators 16 through 20 at bus 15. Thus, there are
equivalent dispatch solutions.
the details of the orientation and the difficulty in making
accurate predictions of geo-electric field direction suggest that
the ACOTS formulation should be extended to a stochastic
formulation over the field direction in future work.
The results displayed in Fig. 6 for different geo-electric field
orientations suggests similar conclusions. At a fixed 14 V/mile
in Fig. 6, the optimal topology solutions switch off several
long transmission lines oriented along the geo-electric field,
but some transmission lines still display significant sensitivity
to orientation.
Comparing Fig. 6 (14 V/mile) with Fig. 5 (12 V/mile)
shows that some topology solutions at low field strength
persist to higher field strength, however significantly more
transmission lines are switched off to avoid large GIC in
the network and in GSU and network transformers. The
properties of the topology solutions for different geo-electric
field strengths again suggests that the ACOTS solution should
be extended to a stochastic or robust formulation over field
strength. Finally, we note that while the solution adjusts the
topology, it does not create islands—a mitigation strategy that
is sometimes suggested. However, islands could form in larger,
more complex networks.
(a) 12 V/mile, 80◦ (b) 12 V/mile, 90◦
(c) 12 V/mile, 100◦ (d) 12 V/mile, 110◦
Fig. 5: Topology solutions for case C2 at 12 V/mile strength and orientations
from 80◦–110◦. Switched off lines are colored magenta and the IDs of unused
generators are labeled beside their connected substations.
D. Case C2 versus Case C3: Cost Benefits of Topology
Optimization
The inclusion of topology control into the ACOTS formu-
lation increases the complexity of the problem, but it also
provides significant cost savings over a less complex ACOPF.
The cost savings is evaluated by comparing case C2 (where
topology control is allowed) with case C3 (where the topology
is fixed to that found in case C1). Figure 7 displays the
percentage cost savings of C2 (ACOTS) over C3 (ACOPF) for
field strengths between 12 and 14 V/mile and field directions
9(a) 14 V/mile, 80◦ (b) 14 V/mile, 90◦
(c) 14 V/mile, 100◦ (d) 14 V/mile, 110◦
Fig. 6: Same as Fig 5 but for a geo-electric field strength of 14 V/mile.
between 0◦–180◦. Under the most severe GMD conditions
explored, the benefit of topology control is as much as 54%.
Table IV further breaks down the cost savings of case C2
over case C3 into generator dispatch costs and load shedding
costs. For the 14 V/mile field strength case, the topology
control in case C2 enables nearly all of the load to be served.
In contrast, the fixed topology in C3 results in load shedding
costs of 13.9% on average and 33.54% in the worst case.
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Fig. 7: Combined savings from generator dispatch and load shedding costs
enabled by the optimal topology z∗gmd found by ACOTS relative to the
dispatch and load shedding cost incurred by the ACOPF of case C3 with
the topology fixed to z∗0 .
E. Case C3 versus Case C4: Performance of Network Recon-
figuration
The results displayed in Figure 8 compare the topology of
case C3 (where topology is fixed to case C1) with case C4
(where all lines and generators). Similar to the results in Fig.
TABLE IV: Percentage of the total cost in cases C2 and C3 due to generator
dispatch and load shedding. For 12 V/mile and 14 V/mile strengths, the
average, minimum and maximum percentage of total cost is computed over
the geo-electric field orientation from 0◦–180◦.
Dispatch Cost(%) Load shedding Cost(%)
Strength Case Avg. Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max.
12 V/mile C2 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0C3 97.8 90.8 100.0 2.1 0.0 9.2
14 V/mile C2 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0C3 86.1 66.46 100.0 13.9 0.0 33.5
(a) The total cost c∗f in Case C3. (b) The total cost c
∗
1 in Case C4.
Fig. 8: Cost comparison of Case C3 and C4 for different geo-electric field
orientations and strengths.
8(a), the total cost, c∗1, varies with event direction. Ignoring
GIC effects also induces a lower operating cost (Fig. 8(b)).
However, like the results of Fig. 3(b), we also observed that the
transformer thermal limit constraints (3w) are violated when
GIC effects are neglected. For example, if the field strength
is 14 V/mile and has an orientation of 20◦, GSU transformers
22 and 23 overheat. Comparing Fig. 8(a) (C3) with Fig. 8(b)
(C4) shows that the optimal topology control found in case
C1 induces a higher cost than case C4 for orientations through
40◦ to 130◦ under the field of 14 V/mile. This is due to forced
disconnect of generators in Case C1 (e.g., generator 14 at bus
13) which could be dispatched more effectively, when no line
can be switched off, to mitigate GIC effects.
F. Computational Analysis
1) Computational Speed: Table V summarizes the compu-
tational time properties of ACOTS with GIC subject to convex
relaxations (from section II-C) by solving them to optimality.
We observed that the times are higher at larger geo-electric
field strength, likely because of the increased complexity due
to larger number of possible topology changes. Though the
computations are time-intensive (in Table V), we observed that
by terminating the solver at larger optimality gaps (say 5%),
a solution was obtained within 320 seconds, which was 2-3
orders of magnitude quicker than solving to optimality.
2) Scalability to Larger Network: The computational time
required to solve small test cases implies that a key limitation
for practical deployment of this model is scalability. This is
not surprising as solution methods for OTS suffer similar
limitations. However, in the case of GMD mitigation, high-
quality solutions that are close to optimality are often suffi-
cient. On UIUC 150-bus system, figure 9 shows the feasible
solution costs when the optimization is terminated with a 5%
optimality gap. Like are other results, the cost of dispatch
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TABLE V: Computational time for geo-electric field strengths of 12 V/mile
and 14 V/mile on the RTS system. The average, minimum, maximum and
standard deviation of solving time are presented over the geo-electric field
orientation from 0◦–360◦. Results without parentheses present elapsed time
for solving to optimality. Solutions displayed in parentheses denote solving
time when the optimization is terminated with a 5% optimality gap.
Wall Time (sec)
Strength(V/mile) Avg. Min. Max. Std. dev.
12 167.1 31.5 1066.9 264.1(10.6) (10.2) (11.0) (0.3)
14 1249.9 32.6 6676.3 1880.9(56.0) (10.3) (314.1) (85.8)
varies with direction and is higher than the dispatch cost when
GIC is ignored. In Table VI, we provide the computational
times required to obtain results displayed in Fig. 9. These
results suggest that it is practical to use heuristic methods
in conjunction with state-of-the-art convex relaxations to find
high-quality solutions to larger scale systems on the time
scales required for GMD mitigation efforts.
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Fig. 9: Feasible solution costs of UIUC 150-bus system for geo-electric field
strength of 12 V/mile in Case 2.
TABLE VI: Computational time of the UIUC 150-bus system. The average,
minimum, maximum and standard deviation of solving time are presented
over the geo-electric field orientation from 0◦–360◦.
Wall Time (sec)
Strength(V/mile) Avg. Min. Max. Std. dev.
12 996.3 648.9 1586.6 290.4
14 1162.3 508.1 2896.1 750.2
G. Recovering AC Feasible Solutions
The ACOTS with GMD constraints formulated in this
manuscript is solved applying several hierarchical convex
relaxations of the AC power flow physics. Since the solutions
obtained may not necessarily lie in the original nonconvex
feasible region, we present a simple methodology to test
the quality of the relaxed solutions and obtain AC feasible
solutions.
In [21], for OPF-based problems, it is empirically shown
that the lower bounds obtained from convex quadratic relax-
ations are mostly close to globally optimal objective values.
Thus, we exploit this fact and apply an objective-cost-based
constraint to the problem of ACOTS with GMD. Let the
optimal value of formulation (3) with convex relaxations be
O∗lb and let z∗e ∀e ∈ Ea be the respective optimal topology.
For the fixed topology z∗e , we solve the following original
nonlinear, nonconvex program (without integer variables):
O∗feas :=min O(fpi , lpi , lqi ) (13a)
s.t. O(fpi , lpi , lqi ) ≤ O∗lb(1 + δ), (13b)
Constraints (3b)− (3x), (13c)
ze = z
∗
e ∀e ∈ Ea. (13d)
where O(fpi , lpi , lqi ) represents the objective function (3a).
Constraint (13b) specifies that the objective function cost must
be within a small percentage δ of the lower bound O∗lb, where
δ is a specified parameter (3% for testing). Thus, formulation
(13) guarantees a feasible solution (close to global optimum)
if there exists one for the specified δ. A similar approach has
been shown to be effective for OPF-based problems in [34].
The properties of the optimality gap of the test case (single
area IEEE RTS-96 system) from these studies, summarized in
Table VII, suggest that the relaxed solution is always within
3% of the optimal solution, indicating that the relaxation is
empirically tight to the original MINLP. It is also noteworthy
to mention that the convergence time and quality of the local
solver (Knitro 10.2.1) solutions were tremendously improved
by solving the formulation (13). For instance, we observed
gaps up to 70% (instead of 3%) by solving formulation (13)
without the objective-cost constraint in (13b).
TABLE VII: Optimality gaps for the RTS-96 system between the lower bound
(O∗lb) and the feasible solution (O∗feas) recovered for the original nonconvex
model. Values shown are evaluated over various geo-electric field orientations.
Optimality Gap (%)
Strength (V/mile) Avg. Min. Max. Std. Dev.
12 0.9 0.01 2.99 1.4
14 1.8 0.01 3.00 1.5
Given the optimality gaps observed here, it is worth noting
that the smaller cost fluctuations (up to 3% in Figure 4) could
be due to the relaxations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We formulated a detailed topology control optimization
model to mitigate the impacts of GMD on electrical transmis-
sion systems. The mathematical formulation minimizes the to-
tal generation dispatch and load shedding subject to nonconvex
AC power flow physics, effects of geomagnetically-induced
currents on transformer heating and transformer reactive power
consumption. Further, we leveraged recently developed convex
relaxation approaches to handle the nonlinearites due to AC
transmission switching and GIC constraints, which we subse-
quently observed to provide near global optimum solutions.
While this paper has made contributions in showing that
switching can mitigate the impacts of GMD events, there
remain a number of important future directions. For example,
new algorithms are needed to solve larger problems. Here, the
ACOTS with GMD is naturally posed as a 2-stage program
with topology decisions in the master problem. Thus decom-
position algorithms, like Benders’, are a natural direction to
consider. Second, based on our empirical observations, convex
relaxation solutions are often tight, thus local search tech-
niques, like meta-heuristics and state-of-the-art global search
11
methods, could yield high quality solutions quickly [35], [36].
In addition, there are a number of modeling enhancements
that need to be considered. For example, integration of N-1
security (contingency) constraints are important to increase the
resiliency of transmission systems under GMD extreme events.
Moreover, capturing other effects of GMD on transformers,
the modeling of time-extended variations in geo-electric field
strengths will be important. Further, there is often uncertainty
in predictions of direction and strength of the GMD event,
thus it will be important to development methods that produce
solutions that are robust to errors in predictions. Finally, this
paper modeled GSU and auto transformers, but there are other
types of transformers like GWye-GWye Auto and Delta-wye
that will need to be modeled.
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